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One of the newest trends in

scrapbooking (I first saw it at a Creative

Memories outing), is to use photo

albums with pages designed for

multiple 4x6 prints as scrapbooks.

CM calls them “PicFolios.”  You

slide in the 4x6 pictures in some of

the openings and others are

designed with paper, journaling,

and embellishments.  

EVERYTHING OLD IS NEW AGAIN!

Simple Scrapbook’s special edition

-- Quick&Easy Photo Albums

shows the technique, too, and calls

them “Photo-Album

Scrapbooks” when all the pages

are photo sleeves or “Blended

Photo-Album Scrapbooks” when

mixed page sizes are used – photo

sleeves and page protectors.  

Recently, I took an on line design

class with Cathy Zielski at 

www.TheBigPicture.com,

and our 3 ring binders took every

size of refill including 6x6, 8x8,

8.5x11, 11x8.5, and 12x12. Variety

is the spice of life!  Now, I’m

adding photo sleeves along side

my page protectors. (all photo

safe, of course)

Scrappers like to try new things.

Using a ring binder like the Pioneer

Album in a Box makes this

technique a breeze inspiring you to

think outside the box.

Scrap-n-Country carries everything

that Pioneer sells including their

collection of acid and lignin free

photo albums, scrapbooks, page

protectors and photo sleeves.  

Photo-album scrapbooks may just

be the thing you need to safely and

quickly house your un-scrapped

photos. 

Photo-album scrapbooks satisfy

our needs to be efficient,

organized and creative.  Besides

that, I calculate them to be done in

half the time of a scrapbook.  I’m

looking forward to a balance

between these techniques.

Noreen

Featured Tool

Needle Nosed Pliers

What’s in your scrapping tool kit?  I

don’t think I could scrap without my

ancient needle nosed pliers.  They 

⇒ Snip the loop from the back of
a button

⇒ Trim wire to the desired length

⇒ Bend wire into shapes

⇒ Get a grip on small
pieces/parts

⇒ Repair punches

⇒ Hold posts for reassembly

⇒ Snip off the top of Crystal

Effects bottles

⇒ Pull a pin from roll of pre-taped
ribbon

⇒ Pull fibers to make fringe on
material

⇒ Hold a brad in place while
painting it

⇒ Hold items to be heat
embossed
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